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ntinued from
 page 5 
The 
su
rv
ey 
in 
question 
w
a
s distributed 
at O
kana-
gan C
ollege w
ith the re
sults 
being 
that the 
w
o
m
e
n
 
at 
that 
institw
on 
w
e
re
 
n
ot 
being se
x
u
ally harassed a
nd 
w
e
re
 
c
o
m
fortable 
at 
the 
C
ollege
.
 
The re
sults w
e
re
 published 
in the student n
e
w
spaper at 
O
kanagan C
ollege, The Col-
liard, along w
ith the su
rv
ey 
in question. 
W
e at the O
ther Press feel 
that there is a n
e
ed to find 
o
ut 
how
 
m
u
ch, 
if 
any, 
se
x
u
al harassm
ent is going 
o
n
 
at D
ouglas C
ollege, 
so
 
w
e a
re
 printing the su
rv
ey, 
poor w
o
rding 
a
nd 
all, 
a
nd 
e
n
c
o
u
rge 
the 
students 
at 
D
.C. to fill 
o
ut the su
rv
ey 
a
nd 
w
ishes 
that 
all 
co
n
-
c
e
rn
ed 
students (and 
fac-
ulty) fill it 
o
u
r a
nd put in 
the 
pouch 
o
n
 
the 
O
ther 
Press door in the c
afeteria. 
before o
u
r last deadline of 
D
ecem
ber 
7th. 
Please 
elude 
a
ny 
c
o
m
m
e
nts 
in-
y
~
 
w
ish to m
ake. 
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~
t
l
a
h
 C
o
lu
.b
ia S
tu
d
en
t. P
ed
o
u
ti.o
r
.
 
Sexual H
arraaaN
nt Survey 
N
ovellber2 .
.
.
 ,
 
,1981 
The 
follow
ing questions 
a
re
 fo
r 
the purpose 
of 
t.'lia 
s
u
rv
ey 
o
n
J.. 
the 
r
e
s
u
lt• 
o
f 
th
is 
study 
a
ay be publia!\ed, CQIIPleU 
a
n
o
nyPlity 
w
i
i 
e
n
s
u
red. 
1) 
AGE 
-A
)U
nder 20 
B) 20-29 
C) J0-49 
D
JO
V.r 
so 
l) 
ED
U
CA
TIO
N
 (C
ircle higheat lev
el 
of 
education 
a
ttain
ed) 
-
-
-x
r1i'C
O
'ndary/H
i<Jh 
s
chool 
B)Technical/V
oeational C
olleqe de9ree 
C) sc
.e
 
v
o
c
a
tional 
D)Some U
niveraity 
B) U
ndergraduate degree 
P) G
raduate/P
rofessional degree 
))M
ARITAL STA
TU
S 
A}Sln9le 
B)COII'Don-law 
C) M
arried 
D) D
ivorced 
E) S
.perated 
P)W
idowed 
:~~ ;~~h~"..:~l ~
U
?
 
A)Yea 
I)N
O
 
n
efin
i tio
n
 
of S
exual R
a
rra
a
-n
t 
Sexual harraas1D
ISnt haa been diflned 
a
s
 
u
n
w
a
nted 
o
r
 
u
n
re
ciprocated 
.
.
 x
u
al 
advances. T
heae JM
Y 
take 
the forll'l 
of 
s
e
x
u
al ~
n
t
s
,
 
looks, 
s
uqqestiona 
o
r
 physical 
c
o
n
ta
c
t. 
A
t ita
 M
Ore 
e
rtr .
.
.
 ,
 
it 
a
ay 
take 
t.'le fo
ra if 
a
a
x
u
al 
propoaitions 
o
r
 
e
v
e
n
 
s
e
x
u
al 
a
s
a
a
u
lt
.
 
T
his 
situ
atio
n
 becom
es 
e
x
tre
 .
.
 ly
 dan9eroua in
 
o
u
r 
educational 
ay
atea. Sexual 
h
a
rra
•a
-n
t in
 itM
lf b 
bad 
e
n
o
ught but w
hen it is 
uM
d by 
s
a
-
o
n
e
 in
 
a 
p
o
sitio
n
 
o
f 
a
u
th
o
rity
 
U
e. 
p
ro
fesso
r/teach
er, 
ad
ain
h
trato
r) 
to
 influence 
the 
a
c
adeaic future 
of 
a 
student, 
it ia
 
a 
v
e
ry 9rave 
aitu
atio
n
.
 
T
he follC
N
inq queationa 
a
r
e
 intenc!ed to
 deteraine 
the 
e
x
te
n
t to
 
vhich 
n
x
u
al h
arraa .
.
 
nt. 
o
c
c
u
rs
 in
 
o
u
r ~·t-aecondary 
educational ayat~. 
6)Dave you 
e
v
e
r 
e
xperienced 
a
ny 
o
f the follow
inq forM
 
o
f 
s
e
x
u
al harraa .
.
.
 n
t 
A)Verbal 
C
at19geative c~nts,innuent!os 
e
tc
.) 
I) P
!\yaical (touching, pinchin9, fondlinq 
e
tc
.) 
C) S
exual propoai tio
n
a 
D) C
.xual 
a
s
s
a
u
lt 
7) rro
o
 
vhoo d
id
 you 
e
xperience 
th
h
/th
eae for1"4(a) 
o
f 
s
e
x
u
al harra~ta.'l'lent7 
A)Piter g
ro
u
o
 
B
)Paculty 
r..e
nber 
C)'!'eaetlirM
J 
a
a
a
ia
ta
n
ta
 
D
)A
dm
iniatraU
ve peraonnel 
I)Jiov d
id
 you 
re
apond 
to
 
th
h
/th
e
a
e
 in
eid
cn
t(a)? 
M
 R
efuaed 
to
 
cO
IIlply 
B) C
O
M
plied 
C) R
ep
o
rted 
th
e
 
in
cid
en
t( a) 
D) A
eprhaandad 
th
e in~iv.ldual 
involved 
9) If you 
refusoc! 
to
 give in
to
 
s
e
x
u
al 
harraafR
"'ent,do you 
f•e
l 
t.'lit.. 
a
ffe
c
ted
 
your 
a
c
adelllic 
a
ta
ndinq? 
A.)Yea 
D)No 
10) If 
'P
-5, 
in
 
w
hat 
w
ay? 
-
'l R
eceived 
lOW
"er grade a 
8) r
ai lac! 
c
o
u
r
s
e
 
C
)Sw
itched course~ 
D) IA
ft 
educational in
stitu
tio
n
 
!)OT!U:R(Pleaae 
spacify) 
ll)D
id you 
r
ep
o
rt 
the incic!ent(a)? 
A
lY
ea 
B)!lo 
1
2)If 
n
:s
.w
a
s
 
the person: 
A) A 
c
o
u
n
ci U
o
r 
D
)Paculty ll'lem
ber 
C) F
ellow
 
student 
D) S
tudent 
u
nion 
o
ffic
ia
l 
!:)Chaplain 
l')An 
adm
inistrator 
G) L
eqal 
adviaor 
H) P
riend 
o
r
 fatr
.ily
 
l)Ker.lber 
of 
a 
t.'O
t.'llln'• 
c
e
n
tre
 
J)O
TilER(Pleue 
specify) 
_
_
 
ll)If you 
reported 
the in
cident(s) 
,how
 did 
the p
en
o
n
 
re
s
o
o
nd? 
A) D
id 
n
o
t beli..ve you 
B)!1ade liq
h
t 
o
f the 
situ
atio
n
 
C) !:ym
pathetic but 
u
n
ahle 
to
 
'lelp 
D)Sym
pathetic but 
u
n
w
illing 
to
 help 
E)Talked 
to
 
a
nd 
reprim
anded individual 
P)Pired 
the person 
G)Bl&M
ed you 
H) O
TIIEP.(Plean 
specify) 
~The 
follow
ing questions 
a
re
 
a
n
 atter.~pt 
to
 
obtain your 
c
o
rn
e
n
ts 
a
nd 
opinior.a 
o
n
 
the issu
e 
o
f 
s
e
x
u
al harrassJM
nt
.
 
1
4)00 you 
t'link 
s
e
x
u
al harrassM
ent i
s 
a 
probleM
 
o
n
 your 
c
:m
pus? 
A) Y
es 
B) n
o
 
15)DO you 
think individuals in
 
a 
po
sitio
n
 
of 
a
u
t...,o
rity(ie
.
 
profe
s
s
o
r/ 
tS"lC~!IJ 
s!\ould b3 penalia.c! 
to
t 
a
c
tions judqed 
to
 be
·
 s
e
x
u
al ~arraa~Nnt 
of 
a
tuc!o
:1ta? 
A)Yes 
O)No 
lfi)Are you 
a
w
a
re
 
of 
a qrievance 
o
ro
c
:edure 
to
 CO
I!I.!)lain 
about 
t..._ia 
p
rol.oler 
o
n
 your 
e
a
r.2pua? 
A)Yes 
I)N
o 
11) D
o you feel 
a grievance procedure 
should be i.plet~el')ted 
o
n
 
e
a
ch 
c
a
.pu
11
; 
A)Yea 
I)N
o 
1
1) Do you have 
a 
w
o
-e
n
 'a
 
c
e
n
tre
 
o
r
 grou~ 
o
n
 
XQUC' 
CiUtDU-.1 
A)Yea 
!I)N
o 
19) Ple&
M
 in
d
icate your M
X
 r 
L 
K
ale 
Pell!:a.le 
~ 
J 
-----~-----------------------------------------------
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c Other Events 
b.b. Gabor Nov. 26 and 27 
at lnConcert, 315 Carroll; 
669-9745. 
Hamp at Studio 58, tonite 
and tomorrow at 8:00 and 
Dec. 5 at 6 and 9. 
/QtfUJ] 
Hart Bros./Doo Lang at 
Robson Square Theatre . $5 
at the door; 736-1355 or 
8.238. 
Pottery Sale at Hycroft 
House funds used to further 
education in ceramics; 738-
4444. 
Images in Vogue at the Luv 
Affair. 
The Equators and the Vil-
lains at the Commodore. 
Ell' ltl=IiO iiitamur' 
Thief at the SFU Theatre, 
8:00. 
Nutritioin and Health lec-
ture by Dr . Nathan Chel-
fetz, 1668 W. 8th Ave. $25, 
732-6622 or 733-1644. journey's End at Studio 58 
Dec. 3, 4, 8 and 9 at 8:00; 
Ordinary People at SFU 324-5227. 
Theatre, 8:00; 291-4869. 
Barbara Cook at 8:00 at the 
Orpheum; 687-1818. 
B-Sides at In Concert, 315 
Carrall St. 669-7452. 
B.B. Gabor, this time at the 
SFU pub 
W:ifDUi 
Sound Feelings with the 
Banana Bands Children's 
Ens-emble. #204-456 W . 
Broadway; $3; 8:30 
t,j (· 1 t!EI•1i0 
Devo makes the big time 
playing at the Coliseum, 
Tix VTC, etc . 
1-*- Statistics Statistique T Canada Canada 
Writing 
a~per · 
or doing 
research? 
Findi~&Using 
StatistiCS, a 60-page 
Powder Blues to the 5th at 
In Concert, 315 Carrall St. , 
669-9745 . 
Fraser River Estuary Study 
Workshop, 7:00 at the Cen-
tennial Community Centre, 
65 E·. 6th St. New West . 
LQri..D.O 
emily Carr art sale till the 
6th, 1399 Johnston St., 
Granville Isle. 
Murray McLaughlan at the 
QE Theatre, Tix CBO, etc . 
The Canterbury Tales at 
SFU Theatre, 8:00. 
Kagemush":l at SFU Thea-
tre, 8:00, 291-4869. 
booklet from Statistics Canada, will 
guide you to almost any economic 
or social data you seek. 
Cost: $1 to cover handling. 
Workshops in Radical Ther-
apy - women only till the 
6th . Phone David Hastley at 
437-0767, proceeds go to 
the Concerned Aboriginal 
Women . 
Vancouver Status of Wo-
men's Annual Christmas 
Party, 727A E. 49th, 8-mid-
night, $5 employed, $3 un-
employed . Advance tix only 
at Vane. Status of Women, 
Women'sa Bookstore, Ariel 
Books and Octopur Books 
East. 
Rajko at the QE Theatre 2 
and 8:00. 
Meg Christian at the Play-
house Tix at Ariel Books, 
Women's Bookstore and 
Black Swan. 
Nod Stooward at the Col-
iseum, (wherever that is), 
Tomorrow too . 
!t) t·zt!im 
Steve Hackett, ex of Genisis 
at the Commodore. A bar-
gain at $11? 
'l't:Xt'·I l a 
Workshop on Employment 
and Communication for Dis-
abled Persons, YM/YWCA 
180-6th St . New West., 
sponsored by the United 
Way; 731-7781 . 
Thursday, Dec. 10. 
The Image Makers a noon 
hour film at the New West . 
Public Library . 
Un classified 
Two bedrooms, large attic, 
'furnished & office, from 
early to mid January till the 
end of April. Fridge & 
stove, laundry facilities, car 
port, no pets, in centra New 
West, $300 per month, 
deposit; call 522-0908. 
The English & Communi-
• cations department will be 
holding an Advisement Ses-
sion on Wednesday, Dec-
ember 2nd from 4:00 to 
6:00 p.m. in the four-room 
complex (N308abcd). 
The English & Communi-
cations faculty will be on 
hand to discuss the courses 
and programs being offered 
in the spring semester and 
to answer and questions 
that you might have. Infor-
mation about specific cou-
rses (descriptions, reading 
lists, etc .) will be available. 
We hope to see you there . 
For your copy , visit or write 
Advisory Services 
Statistics Canada 
1145 Robson Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3W8 
Its special taste 
made it famous. 
Can a cia 
J 
Logo Competitionfor the 
Douglas and Kwantlen Fac-
ulty Association . $250 Prize 
open till Dec. 31, sub-
missions to · Douglas and 
Kwantlen Faculty Associa-
tion, 9260-140 St., Surrey, 
V4A 5Y6. 
Neighbourhood Houses Fes-
tivaltill Nov. 29 at Van 
DuseDusen Gardens- phone 
731-6511. 
The Amy Cannon Band at 
the Town Pump, 66 Water 
St ., to Dec. 5. 
Karla Cummins Painting Ex 
hibition at Coquitlam Public 
Library, 3020 Lincoln, 464-
1112, till Dec. ,31 
North Shore Live- a play 
about TV. Mon .-Sat. 8:30. 
333Chesterfield, North Van-
couver, 986-1351. 
magic realism at the Carn-
egie Centre,. Main and Has-
tings to Dec. 21 . 
The Hunchback of Notre 
Dame at the Vancouver 
Playhouse till Dec. 19 -
687-4444. 
hat's Off at City Stage, 751 
Thurlow to Dec. 26, 8:30, 
Tues to Fri, Sat . 6:30 and 
9:30; 688-1436. 
Scrooge at Carousel! Theat-
re till Dec. 26; 685-6217. 
Talking Dirty at the Arts 
Club Theatre; 687-1644. 
Mr. ZPuntila and his chauf-
eur Matti, '{ancouver East 
Cultural Centre; 254-9578. 
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SOCREDS UNDERSTAND PROTEST ... NOW 
bv Ian Hunter 
"The one thing they under-
stand is protest," said NDP 
MlA Norm levi at Douglas 
College's day of protest last 
Friday morning. 
Students at Douglas college 
had padlocked the doors into 
the administration building at 
7:00 that morning. Student Soc-
iety president Kevin Hallgate 
said in a telegram to Brian 
Smith, minister of post-second-
ary education, "We have done 
in advance that which both 
the federal and our provincial 
governmen!s are attempting. 
We have denied access to an 
educational facility." 
The telegram, sent to Smith at 
the Social Credit convention 
in Vancouver, went on to invite 
him down to open up the 
locks himself, giving Smith a 
choice of two keys, one mar-
ked "I am against cutbacks" 
and the other saying "I am for 
education cutbacks". Smith 
did not respond. 
According to D.C.S.S. vice 
presidentSeana Hamilton, the 
purpose of the protest was to 
inform the public of proposed 
cutbacks within the education 
system and also to make Smith 
come on record as either for 
or against cutbacks. 
Staff at Douglas College were 
upset but not mad at the stu-
dents, "It's payday today," said 
one secretary. 
Students formed a picket line 
around the entrance to the ad-
ministration buildingshouting, 
"They sar, cutbacks, we say 
fightback ' . 
local TV stations sent crews 
to cover the protest. The Dou-
glas College cafeteria, where .. 
the' emergency general meet-
ing' was being held, was 
packed with placard carrying 
students cheering to the TV 
cameras. 
levi said that the word 'sce-
nario' (used by Douglas Col-
lege president Bill Day to ex-
plain how the college would 
deal with pror,osed cutbacks) 
was actually a 'euphemism for 
rotten options". levi went on 
to say that "this kind of protest 
always works." 
While levi was speaking a 
group of protesters walked by 
the window behind hm shout-
ing slogans, 'Unintentionally 
almost drowning him out. 
levi also recommended to 
the students that they take 
their protest to Victoria next 
week, to which the students 
responded with cheers and 
clapping. 
Faculty association president 
Jim Davies was softer in his 
praise. "I agree entirely with 
what Norm levi has said," he 
said. Davies also said that the 
faculty association would be 
backing the students in their 
protest against cutbacks. "We 
look forward to working with 
Kevin Hall gate now more than 
the past." 
led press, students and staff to 
the admissions building and 
opened both locks to the 
whirring of cameras and the 
shining of TV lights . . "That's 
.it," Hallgate said. 
later, members of the Stu-
dent Society and between 15 
and 20 other students went to 
the Sacred convention in 
Vancouver to talk to Brian 
Smith personally. 
They arrived in time to see 
about about300 native Indians 
rushing the doors of the Hyatt 
Regency Hotel. They were 
protesting the fact that the 
Sacred government did not 
support aboriginal rights in the 
constitution. 
The native Indians had origi-
nally been protesting outside 
"The Black Box", at the depart-
ment of Indian Affairs but, 
fearing another occupation, 
the department shut the office 
down noon and went home 
early. 
Inside the Hyatt, the conven-
tion floor was packed with TV 
camera crews, reporters, So-
creds, and loud chanting Indi-
ans. the student protesters 
from Douglas College stayed 
outside until the Indians had 
gone, passing out leaflets and 
pennies. 
Museum occupied 
Douglas College president 
~ Bill Day also spoke at the pro-
~ test saying that he felt it would 
v.> not be appropriate to say any-
~ thing at this time but that he 
Q.. would answer questions. 
"'"' To "are you in favor of cut-
.c backs?" Day said, "There is no 
~ such thing as as bureaucrat in 
~ favor of cutbacks." 
When they went up to the 
convention floor they were 
virtually ignored by the media 
representatives who were lett, 
and the Socreds who were 
heard to be mumbling, "Oh 
those un-civilized pow paws." 
Nobody, at the convention, it 
seems, knew where Brian 
Smith was. However, Peter 
Hyndmen, minister of consu-
mer affairs did speak to the 
students privately in another 
room, but he would not say 
where Smith was, nor whether 
the proposed cutbacks would 
come into effect. 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Out-
raged at Pierre Trudeau ' s 
exclusion of native rights 
guarentees in the revamped 
Canadian constitution , more 
than 300 British Columbia 
Indians occupied the mus-
eum of anthropology at the 
University of British Col-
umbia November 19. 
At 10 a.m . the parade of 
angry aboriginal people 
marched into the museum 
to protest the Liberal gov-
ernment's pol icy of " geno-
cide and ethnicide" .' ' . 
"It's a peaceful occupll-
tion, " said Ray Hanse, 
chief of the Toosey Chilco-
tin band . "Our fight is not 
with the university of the 
department of anthropol-
ogy. It's with the Canadian 
government. This is just 
our platform ." 
Although some local tele-
vision stations were given 
advance notice, museum 
staff were caught by sur-
prise when the 300 people 
arrived at the doors. 
The Indians marched into 
the museum singing, drum-
ming and dancing. They 
formed a wide circle and 
listened to speaker after 
speader denounce Prime 
Minister Trudeau and the 
removal of aboriginal rights 
provisions from the Ottawa 
constitutional package . 
The group stayed all day 
in the museum, taking in 
the art of their own people, 
performing cultural dances, 
staging angry conversations 
with a Trudeau imperson-
ator, and at all times def-
iantly condemning the con-
stitution . 
" In our opinion Canada is 
guilty of genocide and ethn-
icide," said Hanse. " We 
are trying to draw attention 
to the problem we' ve got . 
We have been ignored in 
the constitution and we 
think that's ridiculous ." 
" We hope the Canadian 
people will not allow this to 
happen, or they will be as 
guilty of genocide and ethn-
icide as the government. 
We're hoping the rest of 
Canada will rise up with 
us ." 
At one point in the after-
noon a man wore a rubber 
Trudeau mask and faced 
questions from the ass-
embled Indians. 
''How long have you been 
losing your hair?" asked 
one man. ''In the last few 
years you've been losing 
quite a bit of it. And since 
you've been losing your 
hair you've been losing you 
marbles too." 
Said Beatrice Jack from ~ After Day, Hallgate introduc-
Mawatchist, B .C. : " Why ed to the press and students 
don't you look at your own present, "the student of the 
backyard , where the poor f~ture." _a shabbily dressed 
people are, the people that f1g~re gam~ around _the caf~-
own this country . Why te~1? collecting penn1es for h1s 
don ' t you look at our peo- tu1t1on .. It was hoped that a 
1 ?" symbolic gesture would be P e · made to give the pennies to 
'' I am 66 years old and I 
have suffered 66 years . I 
don ' t want my children to 
suffer again." 
"We are going to fight 
and we're going to get what 
we want," said Marceline 
Manuel from Vancouver . 
" We don ' t need a depart-
ment of Indian Affairs." 
Brian Smith to help pay for 
education in B.C. 
At the end of the meeting 
Hallgate announced that there 
had been no word from Smith 
so it was up to the students to 
open up the doors, giving the 
students the choice of what 
key to use. They chose the ''I 
am against cutbacks" key. 
like the Pied Piper, Hallgate 
On the news that night the 
lead story was the native Indi-
ans crashing the Sacred con-
vention. Towards the end of 
the newscast was the protest at 
Douglas. BCTV was the only 
station to mention that the 
students went to the Socred 
convention. Three hundred 
Indians are a tough act to 
follow. 
Naiders .raid D·C· 
by Warren Laine 
The consumer and social 
problems of the Vancouver 
area are being looked into 
by a basically unknown 
action group located at UBC 
and SFU . 
The organization is known 
as P.I.R.G., or the Public 
Interest Research Group, 
and was begun in B.C. last 
spring. 
The organization was 
started as a consumer 
action group in the 1970s 
by Ralph Nader. The stu-
dents at that time were 
demonstrating and protest-
ing about the conditions 
around them but were not 
really achieving anything. 
The organization was start-
ed in the American univer-
,sities so that the students 
could channel their ideas 
and focus on specific areas 
which needed attention. 
Today, there are such org-
anizations located in over 
300 campuses in the U.S .. 
PIRG is focusing on social 
problems such as housing 
etc. more than on consumer 
problems. 
Clark Roberts is the head 
of the organization at SFU 
and UBC. He commented 
that students aren't as in-
volved with the group as he 
would· like. "Students are 
around for the first and last 
six weeks in a semester but 
in between there is nobody 
here to help out." Because 
of this Roberts is getting in 
a fulltime professional staff 
· to run things . 
The whole organization is 
funded through grants but 
a levy of two dollars per 
student is going to be put 
continued on page 12 
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The staff of the other press has engaged in 
heated, lengthy discussion concerning publica-
tion of the poem "Welders". This discussion 
was largely occaisioned by the responses to the 
poem "Platonic Relationship" published in the 
October 16, 1981 issue . It became apparent 
that we were not about to come to a concensus 
on the artistic value and appropriatness for 
inclusion in our paper, of "Welders" . We 
decided to publish it . It is not our policy to 
·· restrict ourselves in this paper to non-con-
troversial subjects and views . We invite 
responces to the poem, both positive and 
negative, as well as responces to all the poetry 
published here. It is usually the case that 
negative reactions provoke written responces 
while positive ones do so less, so please 
respond . This is so that we may determine 
future policy . 
P.S. Please submitt poetry for publication . We 
need it . 
Buidheann ~ Other Press 
1. Fear-naidheachd lan Hunter 
2 . Comhairleach ~ CUP Debbie Wilson 
3. Fear-rannsachaidh a bardachd Jody Gilbert 
4. Fear-sti~raidh a gnothach Cal Rayburn 
5. Diabhluldheachd Perry Obedinski 
6. Feisd/deachdadh an Spioraid Lina Meagher 
7. dealbh Paul Sum 
8, Leannan #1 DanHillborn 
9. Tinn le gaol fear-cuthaich Helene Wisotzki 
Also, John Knowles, Alastair McColl, Dave 
Balderstone, Stu (?), and Libby Dogg . 
'Gang' of The Other Press 
1. newsmonger 
2. CUP Advisor 
3. Poetry Editor 
4. Business Manager 
5. Assistant to P.J. Stallard 
6. Typographer 
7. Devilishness 
8, Entertainment/Inspiration 
9. Photography 
10. Sweetheart #1 
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lan Hunter 
Debbie wilson 
Jody Gilbert 
Cal Rayburn 
Rob Anthony 
Alastair McColl 
Perry Obedinski 
Lina Meagher 
Paul Sum 
Dan Hillborn 
Helene Wisotzki 
The Other Press is a democratically-run, 
autonomus student newspaper published eight 
times a semester during the fall and spring 
terms under the auspices of The Other 
Publications Society. The Other Press is a 
member of Canadian University P_ress . 
The Other Press news office is located at the 
back of the New Westminster campus 
cafeteria. Phone:525-3542 . Our mailing address 
is Box 2503, Douglas College New Westminster 
British Columbia. 
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The Other Press 
Other Propaganda 
I wish to protest, in the 
s tronge s t terms , the use of 
your newspaper for the 
promotion of the I.R.A. 
While I realize that the 
maintenance of a free press 
requires that you publish 
view that are not acceptable 
to everybody you also have 
the responsibility of not 
providing a forum for the 
dissemination of propa· 
ganda from such a despic-
able organization. Unfort-
unately, even to respond to 
these articles lends a mea-
sure of credibility to their 
content. Nevertheless, I 
should point out to your 
readers that the IRA, which 
purports to have the sup-
port of the Irish people, has · 
bc:_en consistently and re-
peatedly rejected by the 
population of both parts of 
Ireland . Time after time the 
vast majorj.ty of the people 
of Northern Ireland have 
expressed their wish to 
remain British citizens, so 
when one talks of the 
rBritish leaving Ireland real-
ly one means that they 
should leave their own 
country - a quite ridiculous 
proposal! 
In addition, while com -· 
plaining about their lack of 
civil rights , the right to life, 
to some 2500 people in 
Ulster over the past twelve 
years. That the normal jud-
icial procedures have to be 
modified in a country where 
murder and mayhem is the 
~ay of life is hardly surpris-
mg . 
. . Once again I suggest 
Y_O~r paper is hardly a 
fttung place to promote an 
~rganization which has re -
hed so ~avily for financing 
upon~ highly gullible north 
Amencan population which 
sees the Irish problems 
through sentimental eyes. 
Yours sincerely, 
Desmond Wilson 
Loyalists kill people too. 
Dear Mr. Wilson, 
I am appreciative of your 
recognition of our right to 
publish articles dealing with 
unpopular issues . Why is it 
that more people speak out 
against the I.R.A. than 
against the· Paisleyites '! I 
am not defending Republ-
ican violence; I realise that 
it is still murder. I do 
believe, however, · that the 
I.R .A . 's activities, and the 
Ignorant 
ramblings 
from 
Reaganite. 
What is this trash I've 
been reading? - i.e. "True 
American Atrocities". In 
general they are poorly 
researched, (an interesting 
note - much of the informa-
tion seems to come from 
comics), very much over-
simplified, and, as they 
respresent a peculiarly bia-
sed point of view. 
But let us focus on the 
most recent "Atrocity" -
the invasion of Cambodia. 
Why is there no mention of 
Russia's part, or of China's 
part, in this? Why is there 
no mention of Heng Sam-
rin, set up in power by the 
Russians and Vietnamese? 
(Are these questions ring-
ing a bell or do you have no 
idea of what I am talking 
about?) 
Anxiously awaiting your 
answer, as I know "you will. 
Ruth Eisler 
prisoners in Long Kesh and 
Armagh, are politically mot-
ivated, and that they should 
be viewed as such. Loyalist 
prisoners do not have pol-
itical status either, yet 
there is so little publicity 
concerning protests by 
them [if there are any], 
remembering that Long 
Kesh are British-owned and 
operted . Many Loyalist 
armies in the North have 
British support, either dir-
ect or tacit, so when does 
guerrilla warfare become 
legitimate : when it has gov-
ment aid [promotion'!]'! The 
·Brits I referred to in my 
article are just that: the 
British troops [allll , OOO of 
them], who are victims are 
the British government as 
well. I did not mean Irish 
Protestants, who are not 
part of the problem, and 
who are just as entitled to 
live in Ireland as their 
Catholic neighbours. There 
is a vast difference between 
Protestant and Loyalist. 
Asfor this paper not being 
a ''fitting place ' ' to, as I 
see it, discuss the issues in 
Ireland [and El Salvador, 
South Africa, Chile, etc., 
etc.], not " disseminate pro-
paganda, '' I would rather 
think that, as "agents of 
social change, " we might 
fascilitate some new ideas 
[not necessarily of a violent 
nature 1, amonSfSl students, 
and keep their minds open 
to what happens in the 
world. To be sure, students 
are quite susceptible to 
ideas and groups, but then 
so are ordinary citizens: 
should there be censorship 
of violent news-stories to 
ward off possible imitation.' 
as you say, Ireland is a 
place ''where murder and 
mayhem is the way oj life; 
''what I ask is, what are we 
What I ask is what we 
recognise that it . is not only 
the " despicable organtza-
tions" of the I .R .A . that is 
doing all the killing, but the 
British Government and the 
Loyalists as well. 
, 
Ms. Helene Wisotzki 
Interesting article 
should be in the Suri. 
Your religious article of 
Oct. 16 by Cal Chambers 
was very interesting . It may 
have been more interesting 
though, had it included 
some of the facts from E. 
Pagels Gnositc Gospels, a 
Vintage paperback in most 
public libraries io Van-
couver and Burnaby. 
Also, Gina Cerminaras 
couragious Insights for the 
Age of Aquarius, a critical 
examination for religious 
truth, a Quest publication 
which should be in all 
libraries, both an inte llec -
tual and spiritual education. 
Cal Chamber's article, was 
far more interesting than 
the average religious article 
in both the Sun and the 
Province . Too bad he didn't 
send them a copy of it. 
(Mrs.) F. Worrell 
editor's note: Personally I 
thought the article sucked. 
Cal Chambers still owes us 
136 for an ad he placed in 
the paper . 
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• D·I·N· should be on trial . 
Aboriginal woman! 
Why did more than 80 
aboriginal women occupy 
the offices of the depar-
ment of Indian Affairs last 
July? The answer is 
straight forward: they are 
tired of seeing their child-
ren die . 
The mortality rate of child-
ren under two years of age 
is eight times more than 
the rest of the population 
Suicide, alcohol and drugs 
are very often the last 
resort tor many young abor-
iginal people . So often , in 
fact the suicide rate is 
700' per cent higher than 
that of non-whites . 
·The women and their sup-
porters believe that this 
situation can be remedied. 
The deplorable living cond-
tions on the reserves and 
the mismanagement and 
corruption in the D.I.A. 
must be altered first . The 
D.I.A. is constantly refus-
ing the initiatives of abor-
iginal people to develop 
their own resources . 
Some bands are trying to 
set up income-producing 
operations like farming . 
Whenever they want auth-
ority to make decisions , the 
D. I.A. cuts in and forms its 
own organization . Today 
there are too many organ-
izations working in the pol-
itical kitchen . Situations at 
the band level are getting 
worse . 
Cost cutting measures are 
not allowing the aboriginal 
people to deal with every 
day problems . The budget 
this year falls 14 million 
dollars short of estimated 
needs . Housing, sewage 
treatment and water pro-
jects are delayed (some 
already by two years) be-
cause of accounting dis-
putes . 
Most bands in B.C. are 
given federal susidies for 
housing . If the subsidies 
are not used one year , they 
cannot be used the next . 
These subsidies are about 
$21 ,000 for each house and 
can only be used for one 
house . Therefore the band 
is pretty well stuck. They 
have to start building 
homes even if there is not 
enough money to complete 
them. 
Less than 30 per cent of 
the money spent by the 
D.I.A. in B.C. gets to the 
community level people . 
Aboriginal people want to 
know why. Terri Williams, 
spokesperson tor the con-
cerned people says that, 
"We have found difinite 
papers statmg that there 
have been alcoholic bev-
erages bought with depart-
ment of Indian Affairs 
money ." Williams said that 
one receipt showed that 
$1,750-was spent on alcohol 
alone for a smorgasbord 
party . Fred Walchili said 
that the receipts were from 
a regular staff-fun lottery 
and had nothing to do with 
government money . In res-
ponse to this, Williams said 
that the receipts and doc-
ments may be released to 
the press . 
Fifty-three of the women 
that occupied the D.I.A. 
offices are being put on 
trial . Each are charged with 
mischief by interrupting the 
use of property. The max-
imum penalty for this is six 
months in jail, a $2 ,000 fine 
or both. 
Survey, 
sexual harassment survey 
A survey on sexual harass-
ment by the British Col-
umbia Students Federation 
was not allowed to be 
distributed at Douglas col-
lege of order of the student 
council. " As far as I know 
we are the only intitution in 
B.C. to have that prob-
lem ." said May Liz Vahi , 
New West campus chair-
person of the student coun-
cil ' s decision . " It offends 
some people on council ," 
she said. 
Vice President Seana 
Ham ilton said that the sur-
vey was a '' good idea but it 
was a bit vague" . Hamilton 
went on to say that some of 
the definitions of sexual 
harassment were subject-
ive . "Depending on the 
mood you're in on a part-
icular day, sexual harass-
ment could mean anything 
frpm a loo~ _ to unwa_nted 
There will be fifty-three 
separate trials instead of 
one big one. This is to 
avoid what Regional Crown 
Counsel, Sean Madigan, 
terms a "circus" . Such a 
venture is going to cost the 
public (through administra-
tive costs and legal aid) far 
more than one trial . 
The Concerned Aboriginal 
Women and their support-
ers want these charges 
dropped . Is it a crime for 
people to protest their pov-
erty? 
A representative from the 
Concerned Aboriginal Wo-
men will conduct a meeting 
at Douglas College in the 
near future . S/he will dis-
cuss the upcoming trials, 
the first beginning on Dec. 
18. Please attend and show 
your support. 
tsurvey? 
comment or suggestion ." 
The sexual harassment 
survey defined it as "Un-
wanted or unreciprocated 
sexual advances in the form 
of comments, looks, sug-
gestions or physical contact. 
At its more extreme, it can 
take the form of sexual 
propositions or even sexual 
assault." 
Douglas College Student 
Society president Kevin 
Hallgate said that the S.S. 
supported the survey but, 
" it just wasn ' t a good 
survey , the questions were 
poorly worded and would 
not have made for accurate 
results." 
Hallgate says that if the 
B.C.S .F. distributed a clea-
er better worded survey on 
se'cual harassment they 
would distribute it. "We 
were one of the main mov-
ers for distributing a survey 
on sexual on harassment at 
the CSF conference." he 
said . 
continued · ·on back coVer -
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DO YOU THINK THE PROTEST 
FRIDAY DID ANYTHING? 
Leslie Smith : "l think 
was excellent. I was doin 
as much as I could suppor ' 
them. I just hope 
what we want." 
first time I saw students 
getting involved. I think the 
rest of the College should 
follow the lead of the stu-
dents and do something!" 
-
im Shevier: "It achieved a 
longer lunch hour, also, I 
don't think the students 
were informed enough." 
Marguerite 0 rr: "Lets fac 
it, there wasn't much said 
about it (in the media). It 
did make people aware of 
what's going on. We're 
really worried. What else 
are you going to do if you 
don't demonstrate? " 
This page ot The Other Press 1s res~r~ea 
so ley for the purpose of cor_respondence and opm u:~n. 
The views expressed on th1s page do not necessanly 
reflect those of this newspaper . 
All letters and opinions must be typed at a 
60-stroke line double-spaced and must bear the 
name of th~ author · for reasons of validity . 
Submissions which are not sighned will not be 
pub I i!;hed . Lett€rs should be no more than 2_00 words 
in length and opinion pieces should be e1ther ~50 
words in length do to space and layour require-
ments. d . . . 
We reserve the right to edit all letters an opm1ons 
for clarity and lible . Letters an~ opin_ions longer than 
-.n;.cifiPcl will be edited to size . 
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Another burning issue of Gatewa 
The Students' Union at 
the University of Alberta is 
considering taking legal ac-
tion against the City of Ed-
monton following the con-
fiscation of the Gateway 
student newspaper No-
vember 19 by offibals of 
the Edmonton Police and 
Fire departments. 
Officials said the Gateway 
was seized because of a 
story about a November 18 
incident of arson in the 
Student Union Building 
(SUB). They said the story 
may have been detrimental 
to the department's inves-
tigation. 
The papers were returned 
to the Gateway by police 
Monday morning and dis-
tributed on campus. 
About 12,000 copies of 
·the Gateway and about 
21,000 copies of the Fed-
eration of Alberta Students' 
(FAS) Voice newspaper 
were discovered missing 
Friday morning. 
Except for about 5,000 
Gateways that had already 
been distributed to the 
Central Academic Building 
and SUB, the rest of the 
Gateways remained on the 
loading dock in SUB. City 
officials said later they had 
mistaken the Voice news-
papers for Gateways and 
taken them all. 
The Gateway contacted 
campus security and city 
campus security and city 
police Friday morning 
when the papers were dis-
covered missing. Until later 
that afternoon there was no 
word on the whereabouts 
of the missing papers. 
At approximately 3 pm 
Friday, Gateway editor 
Peter Michalyshyn was 
contacted by city police. 
Shortly thereafter, Mi-
chalyshyn and Gateway 
production editor Peter 
Cook met with police and 
fire department officials at 
police headquarters down-
town. 
The men said the papers· 
had been removed shortly 
after midnight Thursday. 
No court orders justifying 
the seizure had been is-
sued. 
The police and fire offi-
cials said in conversations 
with Michalyshyn and 
Joumalcide in El Salvador? 
MONTREAL (CUP) - Journ-
alists in Latin America are 
suffering persecution and 
death in their attempts to 
get stories, says journalist 
and producer Brian Mc-
Kenna. 
" Most journalists risk 
their lives to get the news 
out, ' ' he said . 
McKenna spoke recently 
at Concordia University ab-
out his experience in El 
Salvador last January, while 
filming a segment for the 
CBC television news pro-
gram, The Fifth Estate. 
The real problem concerns 
native journalists "Who 
have to make their daily 
bread," said McKenna. 
ENI&JP•· ACE 
320-STH STREET, 
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C. 
DELIVERY 
524-8222 
524-8?17 
HOME OF FAMILY RESTAURANT 
FULL FACILITIES 
DINING ROOM BANQUET ROOM 
AIR CONDITIONED 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Open Hours 
Monday to Thursday 11 :30 to 2:00 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 11 :30 to 3:00 p.m. 
Sunday & Holidays 4:00 to 11 :00 p.m. 
Horne Delivery 
On minimum order of $6.00 and up 
within 5 km radius after 5:00 p.m. 
=-=·· 
They have to stay in their 
country after writing their 
stories and so are open to 
backlash; and their publi-
cations cannot go under-
ground because of their 
financial structures which 
rely on advertising . 
McKenna gave sev~ral ex-
amples of Latin American 
countries where it is dif-
ficult for newspeople to 
work, such as El Salvador, 
Paraguay, Uruguay, and 
Guatemala, where he said it 
is illegal to study journal-
ism . 
McKenna( also· screened 
the Fifth Estate episode on 
El Salvador, "Shooting the 
Messenger" which centers 
on the shooting of News-
week photo-journalist Oliv-
ier Rebbot and features an 
interview with him several 
days before he died. 
Segments of the video 
jolted the audience as they 
viewed the film clips of 
journalists and students be-
ing murdered by soldiers . 
McKenna discussed the 
situation in Argentina 
where he said the word 
'disappeared' has become 
an active verb . "They've 
disappeared one hundred 
journalists in Argentina," 
he said . 
According to McKenna, 
the Argentiniam govern-
ment has developed "the 
Naval Solution " for dealing 
with journalists who, when 
their mutilated and broken 
bodies are discovered after 
their deaths; in effect speak 
from the grave about the 
horrible situation . The 
Naval Solution" involves 
flying out over the ocean 
and-dropping journalists in-
to ocean currents where 
their bodies will not wash 
up on shore and the world 
will never know what hap-
pened. 
"Most sides see journal-
ists as propagandists with 
the other side," said Mc-
Kenna. They are therefore 
viewed as a threat . The 
unwritten rule that you 
don't shoot a journalist is 
no longer being followed, 
he said . As a result, the 
journalists take risks. 
Photographers are in 
greater peril because they 
go to the scene of the 
conflict and can always be 
interviewed by journalists 
when they get back, he 
said . 
"The (reporters) on short 
assignment also need pro-
tection because they are the 
ones who can ... tell it like it 
is," said McKenna in ref-
erence to foreign journalists 
who go to conflict areas 
briefly to cover a story. 
McKenna affirmed there is 
an ideological bias in North 
American newscasts due to 
the self-censorship on the 
part of journalists . We said 
also that too often they 
accept what government 
sources tell them at face 
value, while Latin American 
governments often orches-
trate press conferences with 
the knowledge that journal- · 
ists have deadlines to meet 
and cannot take the time to 
properly cover a story. 
Asked about Canada's role 
in Latin America, McKenna· 
said the Canadian diplo-
matic performance in Cen-
tral America is such that 
the lights are on but no-
body is home. " There is no 
question that Canada is 
making a killing out of the 
arms race," he said also. 
Cook that the department 
wanted the paper out of 
circulation for only one day 
to thwart the possibility of a 
copy-cat fire. 
The Student Voice was re-
turned to FAS Friday eve-
ning. 
The papers had been 
stored in a garage at the 
residence of the fire de-
partment official. One of 
the officials who admitted 
to taking the papers led the 
two Gateway editors to the 
garage to identify the pa-
pers. 
The Gateways were trans-
ported from the garage in a 
police paddywagon and 
,taken to a police com-
pound, according to the 
city officials. 
Campus security said they 
assisted the police and fire 
department officials in re-
moving the papers. Camp-
us security director Gordon 
Perry said it was standard 
procedure to "assist" po-
lice investigations on cam-
pus. 
Senior security officer R.J. 
Oliver said," It's their inves-
tigation. They can do what 
they want." 
Oliver said he was inform-
ed of the seizure by a cam-
pus security officer who as-
sisted the police and fire 
department officials in re-
moving the papers after the 
Thursday evening seizure. 
The Gateway contacted 
campus security Friday 
morning. They said they 
had no information about 
the missing papers. 
At 3:00pm, SU facilities 
manager Stan Perka called 
campus security regarding 
the missing ~apers. Oliver 
told him he would inquire 
into the matter. 
Shortly after 3:00pm, Ol-
iver contacted the police 
department. He informed 
officials there that they 
should act on inquiries 
from the SU about the mis-
sing papers. 
At about 3:15pm, a police 
department oficial phoned 
Michalyshyn and Michaly-
shyn and Cook went to 
meet with city officials. The 
Gateway then learned that 
police and fire depart-
ment officials were respon-
sible for seizing the papers. 
Edmonton police chief 
Robert Lunny contacted 
the Gateway Monday af-
ternoon and apologized for 
any inconvenience the 
confiscation may have 
caused the Gateway or its 
staff. 
A press release from the 
city police states that: 
"proper search and seizure 
procedures have been re-
viewed with the police of-
ficer involved." 
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groups . Group mentality is such enlightened striding that human- severely limited . I will survive. I 
by john K. Gilbert 
In begging for a halt on budget 
cuts for academic subjects and 
arguing for absolute necessity for 
purely academic endeavour, I can 
think of many lines of philosoph-
ical argument. I doubt, however, 
that they would be of much 
concern to someone who does not 
indulge in broad philosophical 
discourse, or reading as at least a 
pastime. Philosphy, metaphysics, 
the questioning of what it means to 
be human, contributes a signif-
icant part of my life' s joy. It 
seems that I cannot expect that 
attitude from the majority though . 
Therefore, I will limit my plea 
along these lines to a plea for a 
little altruism . Remember, please, 
that you are not merely a bureau-
cratic cipher, . you are a human 
being with ethical obligations to 
other human beings both existing 
and yet to be born. 
Of more practical implications is 
the problem of communications . 
Our culture has a tendency to 
that it often becomes a contest ity is capable of . This questioning am sure however that there are 
between us and them . Academic of our goals that academic en- many, who have a significant 
endeavour provides· a language deavour provides is not respons- contribution to make to socieity, 
an awareness and a comma~ ible for radicalism . What is re- that will survive only in a stunted 
sense of idenitity that allows for sponsible for the radicalism that intellectually malformed state if 
communication between groups . threatens so many is the failure of academic cuts are made. Many of 
Without these there will be strife education- when it is doled out in them will fight though . If they win 
that contributes to no one but such a miserly fashion that those these rights that are threatened to 
society' s carrion birds . Apathy ~hat love it totter on the brink of be taken away perhaps some will 
and despair do not last forever . mtellectual starvation - it is the learn from that experience. Many 
They will turn to anger, and fail~re of education that produces though will be hurt, their faith in 
without a common understanding rad1cal violence and nihilism that the society in which they live will 
of some sort- not purely material- threatens the structure of our be hurt, and the society will be 
istically based - there will be society . hurt . The greed and misplace 
distruction of some sort . Society If you are wondering "Who the values that result in the threaten-
has weathered these sorts of hell is this person?", I am a ing of education hurt me, they 
changes and storms before, but studednt at Douglas College who hurt all of us . I don't want to 
surely they are a waste of our plans to go on to Simon Fraser fi ht the society that I love, but I 
precious time and energy. and from there to 
Society does change; we hope 
that it progresses. Not only does 
our technology change, but our 
goals shift as well . If we concen-
·trate on technique to the detri-
ment of academic interests, that 
are equipped to question and 
examine the goals, we will stifle 
ourselves and whatever progress 
we maintain wi II be more of a 
as voting citizens, have the pot-
ential to further our cause at the 
polls . 
Vice-President Jim Davies gave 
Levi's spech an enthusiastic seal 
of approval, adding that the 
administration was definitely be-
hind the students ' protest and 
supported all efforts to publicize 
and fight the grim education 
prospects that Douglas College 
might face next year . Davies' 
promise of allegiance was kind 
but almost redundant : instructors 
are just as concerned about ed-
ucation cutbacks as students; for I if there are no students , there will 
>- be very few other educable com-
..o modities available - tables and 
.8 chairs make poor scholars . None-
_g theless , the students did apprec-
o... iate the fact that the administra-
but Smith declined the offer . 
Perhaps it was appropriate that 
the students, via Hallgate, re-
mained in control of the morn-
ing's proceedings . 
Thereby hangs the thread of the 
So what now? tion Is now of the oppressed (in this case, anyway). President Bill Day was honest enough to admit that he had very 
few answers for us regarding the 
proposed cutbacks, except to as-
sure us that the cuts had not yet 
been decided or finalised. He 
seemed quite cheerful as he 
talked, although in a previous 
television interview he showed 
some consternation. The admin-
istration doors were still locked, 
and there was the possibility, 
however minute, of it becoming 
an all-day affair; fortunately for 
the staff, this did not happen . 
Originally Education Minister 
Brian Smith was invited by DCSS 
President Kevin Hallgate to " .. . 
remove the locks (himself) .. . ", 
· demonstration on Friday (and the 
information rally on Thursday) : 
that the students initiated, organ-
ized, and followed through with a 
significant show of involvement 
against the proposed government 
cutbacks. It matters not whether 
Brian Smith chose to become part 
of the demonstration, because we 
had enough of our own people 
participating , including three in-
vited guests (Norm Levi, Jim 
Davies, and Bill Day), and a 
healthy supply of media to ensure 
us some amount of public recogni-
tion (note, however, that we did 
not rate a mention in Saturday' s 
edition of the Vancouver Sun!) 
the demonstration was not a 
complete success, but neither was 
it meant to be. Friday was only a 
small example of what will hope-
fully continue throughout British 
Columbia for the next several 
months . Perhaps not all post-
secondary institutions will engage 
in active protest, but surely we 
have set some kind of precedent . 
We are just beginning the strug-
gle, so to speak, and we cannot 
expect instant victory . Too many 
people are reluctant to shed the 
warm blanket of complacency: it 
is up to us to change their minds, 
and show the government that 
they are still answerable to the 
people of this country. 
by Helene Wisotzki · 
It was almost inevitable that we 
would be compared to the protest-
ers of the 1960s . The media is 
often not very original in their 
assessment of events, tending to 
rely on old stand-bys, perhaps be-
cause stereotypes are what the 
public is best equipped to deal 
with . It is so easy to disregard 
public rallies and political assem-
blies by comparing them to sim-
ilar ventures which did not pan 
out, or else patronize the involved 
panies bypseudo-flattery : '' .. . 
marched on campus as their parents 
did in the 1960s . . . " Really now. 
The turnout of students was 
impressive for Douglas College 
and, I am sure, unexpected by the 
Student Society . Although the 
organization of the meeting was 
quite acceptable, MLA Norm Levi 
(NDP) did not deserve to have 
competition for air time with the 
placard-carrying students outside 
and the assembled students in-
side. Levi seemed quite sporting 
though, and continued his talk 
relatively undisturbed. It was 
good to hear him say that there 
was political relevence in our 
actions, and remind us that we, 
.• . .  . ... . .. .. ._. ~ . . ,.-.. .... ~ . . ' ' ... 
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Fear and loathing at 
last week was bizzare. Douglas College 
students, long renouned for apathy and social 
disease, were actually appearing concerned 
over what has been going on in the world 
~round them. Not only were they talking(some 
mtensely] about cutback~ .and the usual decline 
in the quality of life after cutbacks, but they 
were stamping their feet [a feat seldom seen 
outside pub nights) and waving signs that 
could be interpeted as radical. 
It was invigorating! 
However, the weirdest part of last Friday's 
protest occurred, not at the college, but at the 
Socred convention in Vancouver. 
Our two Other Press • gonzo journalism' 
fanatics, lan HunterS. and H. Wisotzki, were 
there to cover it for you. 
Here's what they handed in. 
November 20th, 1:35 p.m. 
"Get out of the car, the camera is in the 
trunk!" A confused Helene Wistozki leaps out 
of the car into the drizzle, amid throngs of 
protesting native Indians rushing the doors to 
the Hyatt Regency Hotel. Darting to the trunk, 
she grabs the camera and brings it to a very 
hyper lan Hunter . "I don ' t know how to 
operate it!!! " she exclaims . "This is how .. . f 
stop here , shutter speed there, film advance 
here ... " " Look, I' ll use my own camera, 
okay? " " It 's not colour film," says HunterS. 
" Tough #&? - t = #=t!! !" says Wisotzki , and 
slams the door behind her . 
And so begins the quest for Brian Smith and 
the great white quote : " I' m for cutbacks ," or 
" I oppose cutbacks". 
Pulling out of the taxi zone and almost 
sideswipping a Chevette, Hunter S. squeals 
into the Hyatt parking lot. It was marked " Lot 
Full". Pulling into the " Reserved Only" space, 
the lot attendant screams " You can ' t park 
there !'' 
" How long will it be before it ' s towed away?" 
Hunter S. asks . 
" Not long." 
" Neither wi II I be ." 
Getting off the elevator onto the convention 
floor is a little like being transported to another 
time and space . Television camera crews are 
travelling around interviewing people: like 
Samese triplets from another planet, sound 
man , camera man , and reporter , all connected 
by several feet of co-axial cable, descending 
upon bewildered old Indians with blinding 
lights and stupid questions like " Do you think 
what you are doing here will achieve what you 
want?" 
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300indians 
A quick tour around the convention floor 
reveals no student dissidents. Instead, there 
are three hundred very loud native Indians, a 
cop at every door, and hordes of smiling , 
almost smug, ·Socreds . A trip down the now 
crowded escalator, elbowing through the lobby, 
to the hotel entrance where a small group of 
Douglas College students are standing waiting 
for Tim to show up with the placards. 
Albert Wilson walks down the street saying, 
"Hey, do you know there's four demonstrators 
going on around here?" 
Hunter S. and Wilson make their way to the 
service entrance up to the convention floor, 
then go to the press room where Son of Socred 
Bill Bennett, is announcing that he has 
changed his mind on including native rights in 
the constitution. 
"I'll _get us some press passes, you find out 
what's going on in the lobby," he says to 
Hunter S. Out in the lobby the native Indians 
are still chanting and the socreds are still 
smiling, but just barely. 
Wisotzki meets some old mates in the lobby 
who are campaigning for the Indians . When 
the natives disperse into the street she goes 
along with them and her pals until Burrard and 
Hastings . Remembering her comrades at the 
Hyatt, she runs like mad up the street . Back at 
the ranch , HunterS . is looking for Wisotzki, so 
that perhaps they could get the show on the 
road and find Kevin Hallgate and Brian, " I 
Vant to be Alone," Smith . 
On the second floor of the Hyatt they meet 
two eminent boy wonders of the Young 
Socreds , who don't have a clue about 
educational cutbacks or even what post-
secondary education is . They are photographed 
anyway , and Hunter S. and Wisotzki leave in 
search of more mature Socred personnel . 
Wilson earlier had his press pass revoked for 
not having the proper I.D. and was thus 
" ejected". 
On the way to the elevator they were accosted 
by an obnoxious old man who, upon seeing the 
red Socred press ribbon ·dangling from Hunter 
S.' anarchy button , introduced himself as 
Hugh something or other, Biii " Son of Sacred" 
Bennett' s press secretary . They had to enudure 
two floor of the elevator ride with him . 
One charming woman tells them that the 
student protesters " had been ejected long 
ago ... and who might you be?" Neither of the 
pair had dressed for the occasion but didn ' t 
really look dangerous (except for Wisotzki, 
perhaps); they tell a convincing story about 
being members of the Douglas College Pr~ss . 
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Fortunately, both remember their manners 
and, consequently, are told the room number 
where Kevin Hallgate and a group of DC 
students have finally been bestowed with the 
presence of a government official: Peter 
Hyndman, Minister of Consumer Affairs . 2 
HunterS. and Sancho join the meeting a tad 
late, but they didn't miss many answers . All 
Hyndmen could do was say that he didn't know 
where Brian Smith was and that he had 
another meeting to go to . 
On the news that night the lead story is the 
Indians crashing the Socred's party: The Other 
Press fully supports the native Indians in their 
fight for rights in Canada, but it would have 
made things simpler if they had had their 
protest at a different time, only because it is 
hard for a handful of students to compete for 
attention with half of B.C.'s Indian Natiion. 
Towards the end of the newscast, the Friday 
morning protest at Douglas College came on, 
showing barren square boxes appearing 
behind the fog with a lot of unusual activity 
going on around . The cameras showed stu-
dents circling up and down the ramp into the 
administration building smiling at the TV 
cameras and chanting slogans when the lights 
came on. The CBC said that "it was a protest 
reminiscent of the sixties". BCTV interviewed 
an older woman who said that "this is the first 
time I have ever done something like this, but 
something has to be done ." 
So what can finally be said of this slice of 
Other History? Stay tuned for Fear and 
Loathing in Victoria, folks! 
"What do you think of the Socreds plan to cut back 
on funding for post-secondary education in B · C · '' 
. 
British Columbia 
Young· Socreds 
Shawn Nelson: 1 don't know much about it I just joined." 
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by Dan Hilborn 
· How do you take any 
band seriously when their 
new album includes such 
intriguing titles and lyrics 
as When Our Love Passed 
Out On the Couch and 
"This midnight I will turn 
into a beer?'' 
I had been thinking of 
interviewing the Los An-
gelos band X after first 
hearing that they would be 
playing at the Commodore 
Ballroom Nov. 12, but after 
repeated listenings to their 
second album "Wild Gift" I 
began to doubt that I knew 
exactly what they were 
singing about. My doubt 
was strong enough to keep 
me from arranging the in-
terview until the morning of 
the concert and that was 
only accomplished by wak-
ing up the promoter at 
home and then forgetting to 
ask for a guest pass. 
Nonetheless, I ended up 
sittin·g down at the Com-
modoie that afternoon with 
John Doe, Exene Cervenka 
and Billy and Denise Zoom 
while DJ Bonebrake pound-
ed his drumset in the 
NOW YOU'RE 19. 
YOU THINK YOU 
HAVE A CHOICE 
IN TOMORROW? 
WELL •.. 
So you're on the Provincial Voter's List. 
You think you have the right to choose 
just because you've registered to vote? 
You're crazy. Just look at your nearest 
Legislature or Govemment Agency. 
Put it off. Don't do it 
You have no choice in tomorrow. 
FORGET IT 
m Empire of Bill Bennett Chief Electrical Outlet 
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"Wild Gift" 40,000) but he 
concedes that radio, the 
John started by telling 
me how the band started, 
about four years ago with a 
drummer who was terrible. 
A few months after that 
they latched onto DJ "who-
se been great" from The 
Eyes, a band that had 
Charlotte from The Go-Go's 
in it. Billy,the guitarist, 
came to the band from an 
ad in The Recycler and 
John met Exene at a writ-
ing workshop in Venice, 
Cal. John said that the 
band is influenced by all 
types of good music as long 
as it has soul and commun-
icates something personal. 
This is apparent in their 
new album more so than 
the first because X man-
ages to fit a few slower, 
soulful (not soul) type songs 
in it. The bands X likes to 
watch include The Blasters, 
The Gun Club and Top 
Jimmy and the Rhythm 
Pigs, none of which I had 
ever heard of before. 
He considers the band to 
be popular already (the first 
.album "Los Angelos" has 
sold 60 ,000 copies and 
biggest coverage any band 
could have, has too narrow 
a format . He states for 
November 27th to December 8th 
example that black artists ~~:-:---::"--~--~-:-----~-=--~~..;..~..;..~--1 
get very litte airplay and think so. Exene then said, on ce and for all what X was 
new music bands such as "If you can't understand really singing about. I ask-
The Ramones don't get what they're about then ed each of the band mem-
much either . X's newest I've failed as a writer and bers what they would do if 
single White Girl, which is there's no use in me ex- they ever gave up music. 
on the album, is played on plaining." John, the bass player and 
the radio in New York and With that the band left leader of the band, would 
Los Angelos. for their sound check. work on the railroad and 
John says he'd like to I decided it was safe to write books. 
have the band known as a ask Denise a few questions Exene , lead singer and 
rock and roll band but, "it because she was married to co-writer with John , said 
doesn't mean anything, and Billy and probably knew as sne ·a wrtte books, and then 
neither does punk rock. I'd mush about the band as added under her breath, 
rather be called new mu- anyone else there . She told date movie stars. 
sic." me that there were usually DJ would be an African 
I asked about the song not many problems with the explorer and wander aro-
Adult Books, © 1978· Billy police at their shows in the und . 
. Zoom Music, because it US except once, Lydia, a And Billy said, "Retire," 
sticks out as a sort of white roadie, was arrested when and then added, "Why 
reggae, calypso beat song the L.A. Sherriffs Dept. would I give up music." 
with the verse, "Clifford made a public intoxication Anyways, I decided if I 
shackles Jane, throws her arrest of everyone as they wanted to take X and their 
on the floor, she says no left a show. After gleaning lyrics ("Coca Cola, and a 
no yes and he cuts the that much the blare of the Motorola kitchen, nauga-
chains." John said it re- song Los Angelos made it hyde and a tie die T-shirt) 
minds him of B.B. King. near impossible to ask any seriously, I'd have to accept 
I decided to try to find more questions so I decided that they were just trying to 
out what it was about the to fill my stomach until the reflect their own thoughts 
band that intrigued me so I sound check was over. about what they consider a 
asked Billy if he thought · I returned a~out a half crazy world while still hav-
most of their songs were hour later to ftnd out for . 
about parties but· he · didn't -· · · · ·- - -- ·- --- -- · -- -·.mg. fun~ . . . . . . . ...... . 
·------------------------------~~ 
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HE 
Poems by Paulette Steeves 
Broken 
-
He was a logger 
large man 
in a child's voice 
blue eyes 
shone truth 
Image 
in mind 
can't rinse 
them out 
with smoke 
nor.brine 
I wish 
this man 
was free 
to set 
his soul 
as one 
with me 
it would 
please me 
to no 
end 
to be 
his lover 
infinite 
friends 
ten years 
my senior 
don't 
know why 
his image 
is younger 
deeper 
in my 
mind 
my eyes 
know 
his beauty 
tho' he's 
not 
here 
his love 
kept 
in my 
heart 
less fear 
Biography 
Ken is here 
I came here, to learn 
don't know what 
it's been fun 
sometimes 
my writings 
have been appreciated 
I think 
when i read my story 
they laughed a lot 
and cheered 
write a novel, write a novel 
tonight, Ken is here 
the published poet 
all is so quiet, when i walk in, late 
i think they are having a two minute's silence 
maybe the queen died 
then i see him, hey the poets 
are all so solemn, come on 
loosen up, dummies 
writers, poets, speak. 
Your silence is making this poem 
i think 
After Ken 1980 
He was there 
Grinning, happy 
Sparkling eyes 
A big man 
Small soft voice 
He's nice, I thought 
He wanted me 
His eyes told me 
The time wasn't now 
Weeks flew by 
I entered the room 
Late again 
He was there 
His soul 
down, out somehow 
He read, he spoke 
I wrote, I read 
his eyes 
We all left 
met, at the bar 
Talking, drinking 
Smoking, playing pool 
Looking, touching 
Feeling, close 
Paulette Faith Chyrstal Steeves 
was born on November 25 , 1955 . 
She was raised in various logging 
camps and mining towns in B .C . 
She began writing poetry at age 
eleven , but quit at age thirteen , 
at which time , with her grade 
eight education , she began work-
ing as a chambermaid. She left 
home at fourteen . After working 
as a model , dancer, cab driver 
and bar maid , she became a 
single parent in 1977 by her own 
choice . After the birth of her 
son she hagan to write again. She 
has taken writing and welding at 
Everyone else 
Disintegrated 
into the night, open space 
We spoke, relieved now 
So glad you're here 
I love you 
We shred peaceful night 
many truths, embodied, together 
Speaking, feeling, loving 
Massive, beautiful, gratifying 
Man, now I love you also 
If ever, if never 
My soul remains 
Dedicated 
Body, Face, Image, Spirit 
Imprinted on my 
the College of New Caledonia , 
and worked as a welder. Welding 
was not for her , however , and she 
is now working as a bar maid, 
and living with her greatest 
reward, her son Jessia Blue. 
Mind, heart, soul 
Infinitely beautiful 
yes, I love you 
What if 
what if he never 
came at all 
my heart would not 
have felt love 
what if, i never 
let down my guard 
I 
Moon in darkness 
with my heart 
no Love, pain 
torn, apart 
. going to hibernate 
for a century 
or two 
' stand alone 
Hermitized 
from society 
Welders 
in 
a solitary ya'i'd 
fear 
what if i never 
let my love 
whisper 
upon his hears 
I 
must reach out 
and touch 
so 
he may feel 
how 
i love, his ways 
what 
if i never 
scared 
black and blue 
one black feather 
dipped in red 
blood 
of a blond heart 
payment enough 
My son 
i'd like to bring 
my Son in 
but he does not 
hear my voice 
it gets lonely 
inside one self 
he reaches out 
to share his Love 
but cannot say 
i Love you 
Welders have 
big rods, and 
small rods. 
They get good 
the gift is in 
his Eyes 
delicate fingers motion 
feelings come from 
deep inside 
hot, deep penetration. 
they melt joints 
spark, love, lusts 
deep in 
a joy of Love 
and sharing 
the night. 
Oh holy night. 
a pain 
but not to cry 
Come 
-
Yes do come 
take down the drapes 
. grab the cardboard drawers 
help yourself, its· only me 
steal my lacy, white dress of virginity 
the one my mother made by hand for me 
Fill your bank accounts 
with my blood 
there's nothing left here 
for your material gain 
shut off my lights, i'll feel no pain 
weigh my bones, on your butchers scale 
can you see, i really do try 
to pay my debts, to society, to die 
Yes go ahe,d, don't be shy 
i still have c,ne, big, brown, eye 
from which i can try to cry 
you see, its really only me 
Reality 
' '\.. . ··•·• - ~~~~~-~~~:-::::~~~~~~~-----------------T .. ~~~~~--.,~~r.~----~~~~~~~~~~~------~~~~::~~~ 
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~D/TOR'S NOTE: He won with my ,hat! ! ! 
by Helene Wisotzki 
Not having attended a pub 
night at Douglas since Dec-
ember, 1979, I had high 
hopes for last Friday' s gala 
at Winslow campus . I fear-
ed a dull evening , though , 
because I arrived at half-
seven and didn ' t realize 
that the pub had in fact 
started! Also upset to find 
the beer in plastic glasses : 
etther a new safety measure 
of a diabolic plan to wean 
us off the bottle . 
There was a television off 
the one side, and although 
the reception was some-
times distorted, you could 
make out " The Vancouver 
Show", where a group of 
Indian protesters were hold-
ing court for the evening . 
About twenty or thirty peo-
ple were in the cafeteria, 
some looking concerned or 
just a bit interested in the 
TV, and of that number 
perhaps ten had been play-
ing volleyball. That' s when 
I came in : tea time . 
By about nine, half-nine, 
the TV was shut off and the 
party really started . The 
music that evening was 
much appr~ciated by the 
author in particular, and 
apparently by the other 
students as well : often 
there was no room at all on 
the dance floor . (By the 
way , if our readership won-
ders who the three dnacing 
stooges were, lets just say 
that they · were prominent 
members of the Other Press 
(one of us was in drag), 
who were thoroughly into 
the cups that night.) . Not 
too many beer glass pyra-
mids this time, maybe be-
cause the plastic isn ' t 
strong enough to withstand 
the weight . 
There was a volleyball 
game as well, check for the 
results on the sports page. 
Some students' team was 
shy a few players; we 
volunteered our services 
but the team was still short. 
A plea of schizophrenia stil'l· 
didn ' t cover the shortage, 
so we returned to the 
festivities. 
Overall, I think the stu-
dents ' conduct was good, as 
I seem to remember that 
the Barnes Security men 
spent a lot of time standing 
around . There was, to my 
knowlege, one public incid-
ent of anyone over-imbibing 
and making an ass of 
himself (stealing my beer, 
for example), not sure who 
won the honour of seeing 
that fellow home . 
Also, as the posters said, 
that was a "hat night" 
pub; Mike Yargeau, who 
was wearing a Russian 
fur hat, won first prize . To . 
the second and third con-
testants , where and who-
ever you are, congratula-
tions! 
Hope you all. had just as 
good a time as we did, 
despite the . two near fist 
fights, which would have 
been precipitated by some 
college bullies (certainly not 
the OP), one Q~ them a real 
fascist .· At any rate, thanks 
to the majority of you who 
turned out on Friday , it was 
worth it . 
continued from page 3 
into effect next semester for 
SFU and UBC. "The levy is 
refundable if the student 
does not wish to pay it," 
said Roberts . 
It is hoped that the organ-
zation will open an office in 
Kwantlen or Douglas Col-
lege but not enough int-
erest has bf:en shown in 
either . ' 'If students are 
interested in starting up an 
office then I will be glad to 
assist, " said Roberts. 
Clark Roberts can be 
reached during regular of-
fice hours at 291-4360. 
NCJWlOU'RE 19. 
NOW lOU 
HAVEACIDCE 
IF ••• 
.. . you 're on the Provincial Voter's List. 
To have the right to choose , 
you have to register to vote . 
It's easy. Just contact your nearest 
Registrar of Voters or Government Agent. 
But don't put it off . Do it today. 
And have a choice in tomorrow. 
~itEGIS,_ 
m_ Province of Chief Electoral 
~ British Columbia Office 
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Quasimoto stricks again . 
Hunter have murdered him if her is the scruff of the neck and most notably Peter Howarth down Guy Bannerman, as by Merrick 
still alive and kicking. pulls him roughly into the as the priest Frollo; Guy Gringo, and Henry Woolf, 
Paris 1482. The time of Often the acting tended courtroom. The actor is far Bannerman as the foolish as Quasimoto, came out, 
extremes of poverty and towards melodrama but too polite and therefore poet Gringorie, and Patricia sat on stage and answered 
wealth, religious piety and then so did the play. And unbelievable. At other Phillips as Esmerelda, questions about the play 
cruelty, filth and squallor some of the supporting points .there are similarly Henry Woolf is an arresting and the middle ages and 
The Vancouver Playhouse actor's actions seemed cur- polite stabbings. Quasimoto, who shows the each other. I was a nice 
production of the Hunch- iously flat. However, there are some tragedy of a beautiful soul informal way of ending the 
back of Notre Dame vividly For example, at one point fine performances that help trapped in an ugl~ body. evening. 
captures the spirit of Paris a soldier grabs a gypsy by alevtate these problems, After the cutams came 
if:2i~~~:~J:;:~{h~~~~~~ Vaga~9.~!Jl~.,l!~~~h.~!(!'J9,!~!! s., in ,.so i•. 
The play is based on the at hand, as the plot thick- play. manor house in Sussex 
famous VictorHugo classic ens and comes to a climax. Heather Robinson, plays Englamd, the set is inter-
Notre Dame de France. The Chalk Garden The play is paced well and the eccentric grandmother, esting and realistic, the 
Esmerelda, a beautiful is supported by a strong Mrs. St. Maugham, superb- costumes were perhaps a 
gypsy girl is infatuated with Playing at the Vagabond cast of actors and actresses . ly and is backed up by solid little dreary, but did not 
The arrogant young knight theatre in Queen's Park The play involved a mix- performances from Beth detract from the play. 
Phoebus. Phoebus seduces untill Saturday. ture of farce and drama. Coleman as Miss Madrigal The Chalk Garden which 
Esmeralda and they check 1 The off-beat humour is par- and Ivo Cervicek as the was slated to run until into a local inn, where the The Chalk Garden focuses ticularly entertaining, as is manservant, Maitland. The November 21 has been held 
evil priest Frollo plans to on the struggles between a the use of many inside acting certainly deserves. over until at least Nov-
watch the action from a grandmother and her thirty meanings that are used much credit for the success ember 28, so if you're 
secret hiding place. Coitus year old daughter, for con- thoughout the play. The of the play. looking for an entertaining 
interruptus occurs when trol of a child. The cast are audience is forced to read Another strong point of evening out, I would re-
Frollo gets carried away introduced into the set one between the lines to find the Chalk Garden was the comment it. 
with himself and stabs 
Phoebus in the back. Es-
meralda is accused of the 
murder, a confession is 
tortured out of her and she 
is sentenced to hang. How-
ever, before the sentence is 
carried out, she is rescued 
and given sanctuary in 
Notre Dame by the hunch-
back deformed bell ringer 
Quasimoto. 
Quasimoto is one of the 
classic characters in litera-
ture. Most of us know of 
the shuffling one eyed 
hunchback of Notre Dame. 
His genre has become quite 
familiar in literature - the 
creature who is ugly and 
deformed yet unselfish and 
good. And the man who, as 
a social outcast, is unob-
served and observes all. 
'quasimoto is the embodi-
ment of h urn anity and 
goodness in a play other 
wise populated by fools and 
scroundrals. 
However, the play was by 
no means perfect. Al 
though the sets and cos-
tumes were realistic, some 
entirely unrealistic incidents 
were puzzling in their con-
trast. For example, the 
scene in which a band of 
soldiers try and subdue 
(Juasimoto, the actor mime 
a f~ht with an imaginary 
army so that at first the 
viewer thinks the actor is 
having an attack of epi-' 
lepsy. 
One brazen flaw in the 
plot is when Phoebus turns 
out not to have died but 
merely to have been wou-
nded and who even has 
a hand in bringing Esmer-
elda t the gallows. Surely 
someone would ttave notced 
that Esmerelda could not 
Labatt's has grown up with 
Canada. For over 130 years we 
have been brewing one of 
Canada's finest beers. Today, 
Labatt's is a wholly owned 
Canadian company with 11,000 Canadian 
shareholders and 10,000 Canadian 
employees. 
What's more, our company 
by-laws ensure that it will stay 
that way tomorrow. 
A lot of care and a lot of 
tradition go into every bottle of 
Labatt's beer. Along with a lot of national 
pride. We think it's an unbeatable 
combination. 
WHEN CANADA GETS TOGETHER OVER A BEER. 
--· 
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YOUR NUMEROLOGY Anti-colonial conflict 
Name and Birth path analysed ... $10.00 
Day to Day forecast for One full year ... $20.00 
Send name and complete date 
of birth( day, month and year) to: 
VANCOUVER(CUP)- The 
real terrorists in Northern 
Ireland. are · the British, 
charges an Irish Republ-
ican Army hunger strike 
campaign representative. 
"What the British do in 
Ireland is terrorism, be-
cause they are terrorizing 
people who want the British 
out of Ireland . the real 
V:our &lumerolo~av, P.O. Box 80824, Burnabv, B.C. terrorists in Ireland are the fl n, a~. 'J: British Army," said Mich-V5H 3YJ ael Quigley, during a talk at 
1!:::=================================::::1! the University of British Columbia November 13. 
Think about it ... talk about it. 
It's easy to feel that to be one of the crowd means drinking; even drinking 
to excess. It's almost as if to be somebody you have to get smashed, blitzed 
or whatever. You can feel embarrassed or ashamed afterwards. 
BE SOMEBODY ... You decide how much ... control your drinking. 
Don't let your friends or alcohol control you. 
Canada 
Dialogue on drinking 
An idea from 
•• 
Health and Welfare 
Canada 
P.O. Box 8888, 
Ottawa, Ont. K1G 3J2 
Sante et Bien~tre social 
Canada 
"The gangsters, the kill-
ers, the bandits, wear the 
uniforms of the crown-- the 
British Army, the Royal 
Ulster Constabulary, and all 
the goons the Orange forces 
have been able to muster. 
That is who the terrorists 
are," Quigley said. 
The problem in Northern 
Ireland, he said, stems 
from colonial conflict. 
'What is going on in Ire-
land is an anti-colonial war, 
a war by the Irish people to 
end British colonial rule," 
said Quigley. "The ones 
wearing the British uniform 
have no right to be in 
Ireland, they never have 
and never will. The real 
enemy is British imperial-
ism - - they divided the 
country and erected the 
false state of Northern Ire-
land he added. 
The Irish people are fight-
ing to end their domination 
by Britain, Quigley said . 
"The Irish people want to 
be free, they want the 
British out of Ireland ." 
The Ireland's !ihPration 
movement is succeeding, he 
said . "The Irish republican 
movement is strong and has 
international support, " he 
said, and added support is 
found even in Britain . "In 
the last five or six years the 
British people, when they 
have been asked, have al-
ways said that they want 
the British forces to with-
draw from Ireland . The Eng-
lish people are not happy 
with their colonial war ac-
ross the water." 
The IRA hunger strike, 
which ended October 3, 
played a major role in 
achieving this international 
support, and gave the IRA 
a propaganda victory, Quig-
ley said. ' 'The names of 
Bobby Sands and Francis 
Hughes are known and 
respected throughout the 
world. The are certainly 
more respected than Marg-
aret Thatcher .' 
Even the media has been 
won over, and this is proof 
of growing support for the 
republican movement, said 
Quigley. "The press is now 
less prone to refer to the 
IRA as terrorists -they are 
now called guerrillas or 
nationalists," he said. 
"The· British have lost on 
the political front, on the 
prison front, in the prop-
aganda campaign, and can-
not possibly win on the 
military front." The hunger 
strike campaign has given 
strength to the IRA, he 
said. "Since Bobby Sands 
gave his life, the IRA has 
been turning away volun-
teers . What the hunger 
strikers achieved was a 
turning point in the strug-
gle against British imperial-
ism." 
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WOUNDED JJST BE' FORE OA'IBRfAK ON . OCCEMBER 15, 1MO, INDIAN rol.ICE ARRNE AT SITTING BULL'S CABIN TO TAKE HIM 
INTO CUSlOD'/. \JHILE SITIING BULL 
ACCEPT5, ONE C£ HIS PBPLE fiRES 
AT "THE POLICE. SITTlNJ BUU IS 
IMMEDIATELY SHOT IN 1l£ HEAD AND 
A WILD FIGHT £NSl£S. ~£ INDIAN 
Rll.ICE AR£ BARELY SAVED FJf THE 
NQIVN. Of A CAV/JJ..RV DETACHtENT. 
R). TIC !NilAN WN(3 AI£ Ca-11t-l7 TO 
T~EIR END, THREE CENTURIES Of GENOCIDE 
HAVING DESTRO'ffD A PEOPLE. TH[ TREA"N 
BETRA'iN..S ARE IV.REAI:tf TAKING PLACE. .ALL 
niAT IS LEFT IS (OR IH£ 'v/AR W>/tRlMEt-ll TO 
HAVE THEIR LIST Of" "F"OMEt-.ITERS or 
DISTURBANCES" ARRESTED AND IMPRISONED. 
-l~ . !~-
- . - -f'a :· ·· 
\. ·- ~ 
'N) M'fS AFTER SITTING BULL'S 
l"t..RDER, THE IWKPAPAS REACH 
BIG FOOT'S CAMP. AFTER 
HEARING ABOOT THE KILLING, 
BIG FOOT, ALSO W\NTED FOR 
ARREST, GATHERS HIS PEOPLE 
AND HEADS TO THE SAFETY 
OF RED O.OOD'S ~TECTI~. 
IN THE BITTER COLD, HE 
CONTRACIS PNEUt-'ONIA, 
HIS LltJG'S BLOOD DRIPPING 
FROM HIS OOSE N-40 FREEZING 
ON THE GROOND. HE CAN 
t-.Xl LONGER RJDE NJD IS 
TRANSF£RED TO A WMON. 
ON DECEMBER 2.S, THE INDIANS 
SIGHT FOOR lm)PS OF CAVALRY. 
__ :. ... --
.. . :...: ... _ 
-< 
'.o:-•• 
BIG FOOT ORDERS A WHfT£ 
FLAG RAISED, AMJ MAl~ 
SAmL WHITSIDE OF 
lliE SEVENTH US. 
CAVALRY APPRCW:H£S. 
,, , 
·. I 
.. 
HE TELLS BIG FOOT THEY 
AP£ 10 BE TAKEN TO A 
CAVAJ..fzy CAMP tVP. 
~N)f'D KNEI CREEK. 
BIG FOOT AGREES. 
NTER BREAKfAST, TH£ INDIANS 
ARE TClD TO STN:K THEIR 
WEAPONS IN 1HE CENTER OF 
THE CAMP. ATTER l'H£Y DO 
f'· 
- .. ~-· d·"'" -- -- . . . t 
.. . . 
11JNM.EDS OF ~W LEAOCRLES<i 
HlJJKPAPAS FLEE, SE£Kim REFUGE 
WITH RED O.OUD, THE LAST OF 
llif GREAT CHIEfS. 
.AT THE CAMP, THE TRIBE 
\5 COUNTED : J50 PEOPlE, 
ltnUDING MMN CHilmEN. 
MAJOR WHITESIDE Df'CIDES 
TO DISARM HIS PRISONERS 
IN THE ~NING. 
1U MA!<E SURE lliAT 
NO-GJE ESCAPES, 
TWO TROOPS OF 
CAVALJN AND fOOR 
ARTILLERY PIECES 
SURROUND HiE 
CAMP. 
50, THE TENTS ARE SEARCHED. 
TH[ CAVALRY RANSACKS THE 
CAMP, SLASHING OPEN 
PACKAGES WITH KNIVE~ 
Loo<ING FOR lwaAN ARMS. 
THE INDIANS AR£ ENRAGED. 
THE POtlt !n.DIERS TRY TO 
WRESTLE THE GUN IW/A'f. THE 
GUN GOES Off, FIRING 
HARMLESSLY INTO THE AIR. BUT DO OOTHING. 'M MORE 
RIFLES AA£ FOUND. TH£ OWNER 
(F O~E, DfAF Bl.ACK COY.9!S, 
THEN, N:REDIBL'I, A DEAFEN-
ING RQ'.R Of GU\15 FOLLOWS 
-~ t1JLDS HIS WINCHESTER J1rol/l 
HIS HEAD, 51-WriNG IT HAD COST 
BIG FOOT SPRAWLS Q\J THE 
FroZEN GROlN>, DEAD. SOME 
INDIANS GRAPPLE \JITH SOLDIERS., MUCH 
THE ARTILlERY ABOJE 
THE CAMP OPENS FIRE, 
CUTTING OOWN· THOSE 
. 'WHO TRY TO FLEE. 
•1 DID NOT KNOW ll£N 1-Q.J MIXH 'WAS 
EN~D. WHEN I LOOK BACK NOW FOOM 
THIS HIGH HILL OF OLD N.i£, I CIW 
STILL SEE THE BUrGl£R£D \JOMEN 
AND CHILDREN LYING HEAPED At.lD 
SCATIERrD ALL AlONG THE crooKfD 
GULCH AS RAIN AS WHEN I SAW 
THEM WITH EVES STili 'lOONG. AND 
I CAlJ SEE 1~T 5a.'tHHING ELSE 
DIED TIER£ IN THE 8l.D001' MUD, A~ 
'W~ BURIED· IN THE BLIZZARD. A 
PEOPLE'S DREAM DIED THERE. IT 
'WAS A BEAUTIFUL DREAM ••• THE 
NATION'S HOOP IS BroKEN AND 
SCATTERED. THERE IS f'o¥J CENTER fJ#ol 
LONGER, MDT~ S/llRED 1REf IS DEAD." 
· -BLNIC EUC . 
f~ ~E 1~0 ON 
.W THE WEST 'Wf>S 
REAI..L'/ WON, READ 
THE VErN GOOD ' BtR'I 
M'f HEART AT WOONDED 
KNEE," BY DEE BROWN. 
I 
1111 
,.( 
"" 
.. 
ENTER THE 
2 tabulous M£RCUR1~ 
\eft to be YIOft• 
OnelOU\d 
be yours\ 
GET THE FEELING: 
Imagine how good it would feel to be 
sitting in the cockpit of the most aerodynamic 
standard-equipped North American cor on 
the road today. And knowing it's all yours. 
HOW TO ENTER: 
By now you're all revved up and ready to 
go. So hold on to that picture as you complete 
the entry form below. Read the rules and 
regulations carefully and then solve the long 
Distance Feeling Hidden Word Game. 
Long Distance 
TransCanada Telephone System 
DRAWS LEFT: 
Janice Wagner of Queen's University, 
Kingston will soon be driving around in her 
sporty Mercury lN7. But don't give up hope -
there ore two more draws on December 15th 
and February 15th. So keep your eyes peeled 
for the third long Distance Feeling entry form in 
January's paper. And keep on entering. Who 
knows, you could be that next lucky winner 
giving the folks bock home a jingle. The jingle 
of the keys to your brand new lN7, that is! 
-----------------------------
' 
• I.IJCKYP DIE SOONERDJ EHlER DIE MORE CHANCES m WI 
Rules and Regulations. 
1. To enter end quthfy, correctly complete the Ofhttll 
Entry Form 1nd qutz questiOn or g1memcluded thereto 
Only Offtcitl Entry Forms will be constdered Mail to 
The Long Otstenct Feehng Swupsttkes 
Bo• 1437. Toronto. 'On!IIIO M5W 2E8 
Contest Will commence Soptomber1. 1981 
Z. Thill Will bt t Iotti of 3 PllltS twtrded (Soo Rule • 3 
lor prtze dtslnbutton) Each pme wtlt con liSt of 1 1982 
Mercury lN -7 eutomobtlt (epproxtmete ret1il v11ue $9.000 
etch) lace! dthYiry, provlntttl 1nd muntctpel t1xu u 
epphcablt . trt tncluded 11 part of the pnze tt no cost to 
the wtnner Dnvers ptrmtt 1nd insur~nce wtll be 
tht responstblltty of uch wmner Etch cer will be dthvered 
to 1 Mercury dulershtp nurest the wtnntrs' restdence '" 
C1n1d1 All pr•zu will be 1w1rdtd Only one pnze per person 
Pnzu must be 1ccepted u •warded. na subst1tutu:ms 
3. Selections 11 r1ndam wtll be m1dt tram 111 entnes 
rtcttvtd by the swtepstlkts judgmg argtnizattan by noon 
on tht fo ll ow~ng dtlts Octobtr 21. f981. Oocombor 15 f981 
and the cantut clas.ng d1t1. Febru1ry 15. 1982 Entnes M_t 
selected In the October 21 drtw wtlllutamattcaUy be 
entered far the Oecember15 1981 dtlw Entnes nat selected 
tn the December 15. 1981 draw wdllutomlttcllly be entered 
lor the lln11 dr1w. Febru1ry 15 1982 One c1r wtll be 1w1rded 
m uch drtw Chtnces of winnmg 1re dependent upon 
the number of entnes recetved Selected entrtnts. tn order 
to wm. wtll be requ11ed to tnst correctly answer 1 ttme · 
ltmited tnthmettctl. sktll·testtng questton dunng 1 pre· 
erranged ttpe recorded telephone mtervtew Oec1stons ot 
the Judgtng orgtmzat.on shtll be f1ntl By entenng w1nners 
1gree to the use of then ntme tddress tnd photograph for 
rasulung pubhclly tn connectton w1th thts contest The 
w1nnen wtll 1lso be requued to s1gn tlegtl document 
!:thnil ciJmphance w1th contest rules The names of the 
wmners may be obte1ned by sendtng 1 stamped sell · 
Jddressed envelope to TCTS. 410 laurter Ave W 
Room 950 Box 2410 StatiOn 0. Ottowa Onta11o KIP 6H5 
4. Th1s contest ts open only to students who are rtg1stered 
lull -time or part · t1me at any accred tted Canadtan Un1Ytrs1ty 
College or Post -Secondary tnstttutiOn Employees of TCTS 
tis member compantes and athhates. tts adverttsmg and 
promotional Agenctes. the tndependent tudgtng organtzlttan 
tnd thetr tmmedttte ftmthiS are not ehgtble Ttus contest 
ts subJeCt to 111 federal Provmttll" and Muntttpallaws 
5. ·Quebec Restdents All taxes eligible under Ia lot sur les 
lotenes Its courses tes contours pubhttliltres et les appa· 
retls d amusements have been plld A compla1nt respecttng 
the admtntSIIItton ollhts contest may be subm1tted to the 
Regte des toteoes et courses du Quebec 
The Long Distance Feeling Hidden Word Game. 
Read through the list of words. You'll find these 
words in all directions - horizontally, vertically, 
diagonally, and backwards. Once found, draw a 
circle around each of the letters of that word in the 
puzzle, then strike it off the list. Circling it will show 
Solution: llletters 
A F N 
away family new 
c feelings 0 
core G aver 
cheery gift 5 
convenient I sounds 
D ideo surprise 
dial L T 
directory list telephone 
E M touch 
easy miss v 
value 
Nome 
Address 
City/Town 
Postal Code 
Tel. No. (your own or where you con be reached) 
University Attending 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
you a letter has been used but will leave it visible 
should it also form port of another word. When all 
letters of all listed words ore circled, you'll hove the 
given number of letters left over and they'll spell 
out the hidden word. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
T N E I N E v N 0 c 
c E D 0 y c u s E T 
0 E L s H L u L 0 w 
A v A E M R I u A M 
w E E u p s c M L v 
A R M R T H E R A c 
y G I F T N 0 I I F 
c s s A s 0 u N D s 
E T s G N I L E E F 
E D I R E c T 0 R y 
Solution 
